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Marshall Medical Centers Chooses LUMEDX
HealthView Solutions to Improve Performance in
Cardiovascular Services
New healthcare IT package to unify cardiology data across two
Alabama hospitals, integrating systems with single sign-on
OAKLAND, Calif. – June 14, 2016 – LUMEDX Corporation, the market leader in fully
integrated cardiovascular data intelligence and imaging solutions, announced today
that it has been selected to provide a cardiovascular information system (CVIS) for two
Marshall Medical Centers hospitals. Marshall chose the LUMEDX HealthView platform
for its robust analytics software, its 24/7 customer service, and because the company
offers the ability to integrate disparate systems with a single sign-on.
Marshall Medical Centers is highly focused on continually improving performance
and quality of care while minimizing inefficiency. The LUMEDX solution will provide
the two Alabama-based Marshall hospitals with comprehensive cardiovascular data
management that leverages existing clinical systems, connects isolated data sources,
integrates with the enterprise electronic health record (EHR/EMR), eliminates redundant
data collection, and provides data intelligence tools so information can be used to make
meaningful and positive changes in the service line.
“This technology allows physicians to log in from an office or even at home to see a
patient’s cardiovascular studies before they leave for the hospital,” said Wade Wright,
Marshal Medical Centers’ System Director of Diagnostic Imaging. “Being able to access
the system from anywhere is saving doctors two to four hours a day on their reports.”
LUMEDX and Marshall listed the following additional goals of the project:
 By connecting and housing all cardiovascular information from the two hospitals in
a dedicated data repository, Marshall can repurpose data to analyze, act on areas
of improvement, and significantly reduce manual efforts and errors.
 By automating physician structured reporting across all modalities, Marshall can
decrease abstraction and transcription costs.
 By utilizing visual dashboards for strategic analysis, administration and staff will
be able to identify areas with the greatest opportunity for improvement and make
changes that result in significant savings.
“Deploying our solutions at Marshall Medical Centers is something LUMEDX is looking
forward to,” said Chris Winquist, President and COO at LUMEDX. “Our software is tailormade to deliver additional value and drive efficiencies across the Marshall cardiovascular
service lines.”
LUMEDX offers flexible software-delivery (including SaaS) and payment designed for
facilities of all sizes. Applications to be deployed via the HealthView cloud at MMC
include:
 CardioPACS image management
 Analytics dashboards and reports
 ECG management

 Workflow management tools for:
✧✧ Cath and Echo, including physician reporting (HealthView Report Editors);
✧✧ Peripheral Vascular - Invasive (PVI)
 Integration suite
About LUMEDX Corporation: LUMEDX is the market leader in cardiovascular data
intelligence and a pioneer in cloud-powered healthcare solutions. Our comprehensive
suite of software and services enables meaningful analytics, high-performance workflows,
optimal integration of clinical and HIS data, and improved continuity of care. We develop
all our solutions with the firm belief that the delivery and management of healthcare is best
served by a community of providers linked—and empowered—by technology.
For more information on LUMEDX HealthView solutions, please visit www.lumedx.com or
email info@lumedx.com.
About Marshall: Marshall Medical Centers features 100-plus physicians, 25 specialties,
seven outpatient centers, two hospitals, and a staff of more than 1,200 healthcare
professionals. Since its founding in 1956, Marshall Medical Centers has maintained a
tradition of providing quality care in a convenient, close-to-home setting.
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